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Abstract
Acoustic data are often required for the
determination of launch and powered flight loads
for rocket systems and payloads. Such data are
usually acquired during test firings of the solid
rocket motors. In the current work, these data were
obtained for two tests at a remote test facility where
we were visitors. This paper describes the data
acquisition and the requirements for working at a
remote site, interfacing with the test hosts.

Introduction
One of the important environments for rocket
systems and their payloads is the acoustic
environment developed during launch and powered
flight. These loads are known to have caused
failures and an acoustic testis routinely required for
preflight system qualification [1]. Thus, it is
important to accurately characterize the acoustic
environment developed by the rocket motor.
Meeting this requirement is the responsibility of the
rocket system integrator.

This paper describes obtaining the required data to
characterize the acoustic environment of the
STARS first stage motor, the A3-P. The focus of
the paper.is not on the specific motors or the
program. Rather, the focus is on the process of
obtaining the required data at a remote facility that
was not accustomed to making such
measurements. The issues of working in an
unfamiliar facility and interfacing with unfamiliar
equipment make the work useful to others faced
with similar challenges.

Background
The STARS motors were first developed for the
Polaris program in the 1960s, with a 20,400 pound
propellant load in a 54 inch diameter motor case.
These original test”data were no longer available.
Static firings were to be conducted at NAWC/China
Lake to obtain engine performance data and to
identify aging effects on the 20+ year-old motors.
The acoustic data acquisition was an add-onto the
scheduled static firing tests.

Solid rocket motor firing tests provide some special
problems for instrumentation. First, since the
rockets themselves are hazardous (containing
20,400 #of type 1.3 propellant) special care must be
taken to avoid static electricity discharges. in
addition, the rocket motor must be located remotely
from the data acquisition system and all personnel.
Second, the plume from the motor is extremely hot
and the radiation heating can (and will) melt wiring
and other materials. Third, sometimes things go
awry and there is an abundance of available energy
to take a small problem and expand it dramatically.

Test Configuration
Two static firing tests were performed in this test
series. The instrumentation configurations are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. For each test, six
microphones were used to characterize the acoustic
environment. For test 2, an accelerometer was
added to one of the microphone mounting locations
to characterized the vibration environment of the
microphone and to check for possible contamination
of the acoustic data from the vibration. All
microphones were low impedance output
piezoelectric devices. The accelerometer used for
test 2 was also a low impedance output piezoelectric
device. All data obtained during the test were
recorded on analog tape by NAWC/China Lake
personnel.

The test item was located about one mile from the
test control and data recording building due to the
hazardous nature of the test. The data were routed
from the test item to a buried chamber (a WWII -
vintage armored personnel carrier) where the
signals could be amplified for transmission via
underground cables to the test control and recording
building. The recorded data were taken to our
facility for analysis.

An overall view of test 2 is shown in Figure 3. The
nozzles of the rocket motor are facing the
photographer. The large cylinder on the left is an X-
ray source for radiographic imaging. Figure 4 shows
the instrumentation set-up for the microphone and
adjacent accelerometer. The microphone is covered
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THE COMPA(XION PROBLEM

The “hydrogen atom” of powder compaction is a right circular cylinder or “diefl
closed atone end and filled wilh loose grains that are compacted from the open end. Many
experiments have been done in this geometry anda-&w&controvertible facts have been
,established, reviewed below. Although the geometry may seem somewhat special from the
standpoint of
appli&tions-however ~
Surprisingly many products
from cemmim to piils have
this basic shape-it has
enough richness to be -
theoretically challenging.

Generally, two
approaches have been used.
to obtain experimental
information about the
propagation of stress in a
powder compact 1) direct
measurement of the stress
at points within a compae~
and 2) direct mapping of
the densitv distribution or

Figure 1 Stress gradients in ceramic powder
compaction lead to ill-understood, deleterious
density gradients. Closed contours are
particularly hard to explain.
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displacements within a
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compact. The first approach involves the use of pressure sensors or strain gauges within,
or at the edge of, a compact to measure the forces that evolve during pressing. Such
measurements are limited by their aeeuracy and the ability of such gauges to measure the
direetion and location of the transmitted stress. The second approach relies on the
assumption that the density at a point-in a-wqact is rdated-to the magnitude of the
transmitted applied stress at that point through an “equation of state.” Various equations of
state exist to describe density=pr~ . for granular systems [12-15].

Stress distribution obsemations include the experiments of Duwez and Zwell [16] who
measured the pressure at the side wall of-a cyl. .~ of copper powder as a
fimction of depth. The side pressure was found to deerease linearly with distance away
from the surface where the pr~ plieLTr&~~ placed strain gauges within a
fill of magnesium carbonate powder in a cylin(hieal die and measured the distribution of
transmitted stress as a functiwdk@A.p ~mpaction-proe+ Along
the centerline of the eompac~ the transmitk%tress was-observed to be a non monotonic
fimction of the depth.

The measuremerit of de~
.

y the work-of Kamm,
Steinberg and WuMf~] who placed a thin lead grid into 8 cylindrical copper powder fill
which was subsequently pressed. Thdstmti~

.
observed using X-rays to

determine the local displacements hence density distribution of the compact. High and low
density regions were observ~te~ L while thedensity at the
edge of the compact deereased from high density in-the upper comers to low density at the
bottom. Kucz@d and Za~ distribution of a nickel
powder eompaet by sectioning it and testing the hardness of the compacted material as a
fimction of kcation on the ~ .On. ~

.
lation between thedensity

of the material to its hardness, a density distributicm was produced showing behavior
sirnilarto thatseenby_etL~J The b&@w@he top surface of thwarnpact
had a minimum in the center and increased to a maximum value at the edge of the compact.

Train [9] measured the ~ .um carbonate compacts that
he used in his direet stress measurements by machining away sections and measuring the
wei@t4uuLvolume of

.
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1 - produced showing the densi~ for
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severaldifferenappkdI
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pressures. Well defined regio~
i of high and low density along the
~64 centerline were observed, as well
I

7(I
asdre decreasing density along the

{ edge of the compact.
Macleod and Marshall [l(Yj

~“
!

‘compacted uranium &oxide
powder in a cylindrical dii for

6% -- -- vari”ousapplied pressures, tien
-~ ‘sectionedthe compacts amfplaced

~’jj? [ ;

70- them on photograp)c plates.
[.

66-
Density distributions were

{. obtained using contact
1. autoradiography, where the
:

64
..expowre was calibrated by

L cmnparison with tioptical
1’* ...de@$?#J~ that+!%

umkwkpellets
i- with-known densitks.-’lhe- “
i cOn@urDlotsthewuMskd-

Figure% Bensity~percmt- 11showed ion-motibehayior
sulid densiW fur cvlimlrica&cmum@s_ ofY akmgthe centerlineofthe+
magnesium ‘carbon~te pmvderp&e&a~2fW -tsf M* =-- of
ma sh@wing interior CKWO extremtr (~m
Tfain [9~.

Lngh-aM low &nsity. Akm@e
- @p-s@ace, the density=
- fnnctron of radius increasing

hum a mmmrmrrat the centmlmrr ~compac~ similar to-the
Obse~=:nWBSn~ ad ~platy?sq [81..

~ leadball
poswdercompact and ;sed a technique similar to Kamm, et aL [7] to de.

tUbuQmw Regions of .
.

~dwaxedmntiec
density at the edge of the compact decreasing with depth. Along the top surface of the
c~ity di~
centerline and increased toward the edge of the compact, consistent with previous
~lo].

- ~ descri .
. . . . . .

extrackd ~“mpa’
1) the+plied ktress ~

.
increases * . .

at the center to a maximum at the edges,
2)- the stress at the

.
~ace wh~e is

applied, and 4
3)- tksbxss along ~

.
.on of depth, with yell

defined regions of low and high stress.
The f~~ch ~ ~

.
‘ety of

wide range of applied pressures, provide inputs as well as a test for theo
ofth ~bution i~

. .
wn to us -ly

addressed-thea.ppearance ofn.ou-nmmxonic stress behavior along the axis.



EXTA-N%THEQRIES

Jansse&&7~
. .

grain silo walls, showing an exponential decxease in pressure al
QUeptLThOmpson [13~

.
k ~ofce “ by

assuming that the shear stress at the die wall was clueto dynamic friti=tie. . .
@amdU@dollowed ~

. . . .

was directly proportional to the radial stress normai to the walL The resulting model
m~ponen~~

.

stress along the centerline of the compact in disagreement with
~ relationi

v-’ m“plr= /3; (1)

to develop a continuum theory. Here ~ is the stress tensor, pb is all body forces such as
@a@ty+=d-the-zaxis ~Yli*~ “ tatic li~ d
the proportionality of crXx,crY1,and O=as well as the vanishing of shear in the x-y plane,

~Y=o#. These additional relations are constitutive or ckzwre rekmkmsabout which all
the controversy around continuum theories spins.

Edwads and cohborato~ [3,4] developed a statisticzdmechaniczd approach that.
~s~ssio~m

3
~compact to-the-w s

through “~hes”:~ aligned~n such ;~~awto suppo the
comp@Un&w
applied to bounded systems, but the distribution of stress in compacts w

~inthepr~ -Wk@e@Adl%unewo
formal interpretation of the vertical spatial ~~rdinate as time, described.
~ttwoear.

.
~e li~them is by Bou&auLet al.

[5] who use continuum mechanics to derive a “wave equation” to describe the “coherent”. .
~tr~s in a ~ ~ i~tiga en
recognized as such is the quite unrelated analysis of Liu, et aL. [18] who describes ess
distributkdum@ the u~

.
g what

as a MarkofJMn evolution.

THwmwsFoRMAzq N
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~pacg

be a function of ~e local value of era,we will.focus first on the:~:ment of ~. (1)
~ quanti~~ -v
equation

The “flux” j is a two-dimensional vector with ~Z and ~ as its x and y components
respectively, the “density” $of tlie fictiious fTwiwKose ffow is given by equation (2) is
identicah cr=,and pg is a-’”~ “ rep~ gravitpy ‘ed
stresses are much larger than the gravitational force, the source term can be negiected. In
this interpretation, the z ~~ anaiogy to Comtqon
tmnsport phenomena,



~= –V” j+ sources. (3)

-~, which ~ t~ ed
Yto determine S only if an additional equation relating the components of j to S is given. In

~d thes~
. . .

~ consid es
from fluid flow of such an additional constitutive e$ation. The first example is Fick’s
law,

j–=-n-’ _ (4)

which, when substituted in the continuity equation, leads to the difi%sionequation for S

4—=–C2VS,
&

(5)

the gmdient of the density. It leads to the wave equation, with
T-he”~ com~ ~xamples,

g+ C4_,vs,
&l)

—
(6)

~~ Ye limits
substituted in the continuity equation, (6) leads to what is known as the telegrap er’s
~o]

(7)

wbMemim the op~ This telegmpkk
~uation, which we will find of considerable use in the present paper, unifies diffusive and
Wwe-hehmdms in a strai~ “n--~ case of
memory equation [21] where the constitutive relation is non-local in the z coordinate.

j(z) = –D~&#(z –Z’)!7S(2)- (8)

The resulting equation for S,

(9)

reduces to the diffusion, ~
,

in the respectidimits
of a ‘memory” that vanishes ~z) = 5(z), is constant $(z)= c2/D, and is intermediate -
@(z)=(t?/D)exp[-(c2/D)z]!
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we-will Sedlelow th~ titutive Aa@Uwm+ed
in the Iitemture suggests a natural generalization. That generalization leads to the
~lution

. . . .
tothet s

I@ (7), and it is possible~nstruct as
~descrip~w in.~

. . .
media.

- ASSUMPTIONS FOR STRONG RELATIONS -

. . . .
~ukr materi&

constitutive xelationsform the weakest link because, whether made explicit or implicit in the.
arE@s@qaDA-h “oUUatULNeUxthel~ are judgdpmptbpy
by whether they solve engineering problems.. . .

ThawW@mis not ~of e~mely ~e
present stage of the field to provide any satisfactory physical justification for existing.
rdatmnsks-inthe case o~ ‘ve ~ m, ti~~se
is also ad hoc. However we will see that in a certain sense it is mathernatuxdly natural.
FUdwmm%Ahas the dis~ f 1~
eariier treatments.

Thdwwamurn “~71 ~1 m’~~d
by Bouchaud, et aL [5] postulates proportionality between the diagonal elements of the’
s~ll as thGv@hk@tk sh~

Y
‘n the x-y - e

second part of their analysis, Bouchaud, et al. attempt to go beyond this assumpti n
through the inclusion of nonlinear, second order corrections in c. and crYZ.Following
Thompson’s led in the absence of a satisfactory pliyskal%rgument the most natural
constitutive relation is a simple proportionally

(s= = const .O= ;av = const” O=. (lo)

wc~, that ~ w u~ mbining with-(Qbutxmly
in the form of spatial derivatives,

(11)

where c1and Czare equal constants in isotropic media. One expects additional terms
repmsmtingshcar (not in ~y-plamQcoupl” ~agonal
spirit of a Taylor expansion only first-order terms are adopted,

.

(12)

and again ctl would equal a2 in an isotropic medium. Combining with Eq. (1) and
assuming that transverse shear vanishes czY=o@, we obtain

(13)

Equation (13) or its isotropic counterpart (which we will we in most of the analysis below)
is our new constitutive rel&ILldQo ~ tion (7) &LS_ Whilewe
have assumed above, following Z?ej’. [5], that crxYand %Xare identically equal to zero, it is
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actual@oLnecessary to ~
.

“ I&-enough t(apostk-t+a t
(12) is replaced by

..@.

- &Jz%
relatiomin the memory form_

~Z-%-G2 ~d~ ~-”(’-~
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UNIFICATION OF D- *

Pmp@ie$ofa granukm : -“ “

-~r can be desq--–
featmmfom-theory is theun – ‘-
distribu ‘tmnwdable in ihelit - “
given thatmehave follow ‘“ ~* ‘timnd ‘timw “)

: ~-

simply take the memory func - “ -% _,.
eqlation
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kwhich; with the identifkaticm
interpretation here is that the ,“,
[5] describes the perfect
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layer in the z direction. Suc
frictionless spherical
one particle would
would be no loss of informati _ -.
force.

This coherent limit does . _
randomly shaped par&les of
Randomness would suggest

Figs.
stress distributions using

transition from fully
wave-like stress
propagation to diffusive
propagation.. The plots
below the contour plots
show the centdine stress L

compared to the
exponential boundary
condition. (a) c= 1.0,
a=O.0, (b) c=l& a=2. O,
(r) r=l .3- eUML and
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